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Abstract
For a class of problems of the form y00 = g(t; y)f(y0); 0 < t < 1; y0(0) = m60, y(1) = 0, we prove existence of a
unique positive solution with y00(t) < 0, give necessary and sucient conditions for y0(1) > −1, and nd asymptotic
formulae for y(t) and y0(t) as t ! 1−. We particularly include cases where the nonlinearity causes singularities at the
endpoints of (0; 1). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Two recent papers [1,8] have motivated the work reported here. Both are concerned with boundary
value problems for ordinary dierential equations of the form
y00 = g(t; y)f(y0); 0<t< 1; (1)
y0(0) = m60; y(1) = 0; (2)
where the boundary condition at t=1 causes division by zero in the dierential equation, thus forcing
a singularity. The problem discussed in [8] is
y00 =
− 12 (1− t2)jy0j
y2
; 0<t< 1; = 1; (3)
y0(0) =− 12 ; y(1) = 0: (4)
Problems of this type have been studied for some time, but what interested us particularly about
this problem is the fact that the nonlinearity depends multiplicatively on y and y0. Early work on
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such problems was conned to situations in which the nonlinearity had no dependence on y0, and
in most recent work, nonlinear dependence on y and y0 have been separated additively. Shin [8]
showed that (3), (4) has a unique positive solution.
An example of the kinds of problems studied in [1] is the following:
y00 =−(y− + 1)(1 + (−y0)); 0<t< 1; (5)
y0(0) = 0; y(1) = 0; 0<< 1; 0<< 1: (6)
One of the theorems in [1] applies to (5), (6) to give existence of a positive solution. Note again that
the boundary condition at t = 1 forces a singularity and that y and y0 appear multiplicatively in the
nonlinearity. Note also that the boundary condition at t=0 requires y0(0)=0 and the nonlinearity in
the dierential equation is not C1 (or even Lipschitz) there since < 1. This work is an attempt to
gain further understanding of such examples by describing as simply as possible a class of problems
containing both examples and then proving existence of a positive solution for any problem in this
class. In particular, we shall obtain existence for (3), (4) for 0662 and for (5), (6) for the larger
range 0662, 0<<1 and show that existence cannot generally be expected in either problem
if  is larger than 2. (Such quadratic growth restrictions in y0 are by now rather expected.) We
allow, as in these examples, that our problem has a singularity at the right endpoint. Our general
results will
(i) show existence of a unique positive solution for which y00(t)< 0 for 06t < 1;
(ii) provide necessary and sucient conditions for y0(1)>−1;
(iii) give asymptotic formulae for y(t) and y0(t) as t ! 1−.
In his paper [9], Taliaferro carries out a similar program for the problem
y00 =
−(t)
y
; (7)
y(0) = y(1) = 0; (8)
where > 0 and (t) is positive and continuous on (0,1). Note that here y0 does not appear at all,
although there is a singularity at both endpoints. Taliaferro shows existence of a unique positive
solution to (7), (8) if and only if
R 1
0 t(1 − t)(t) dt <1. We will give an analogous sucient
condition for existence of a positive solution of (1), (2). Taliaferro also gives a necessary and
sucient condition in order that y0(t) be nite at an endpoint. For example, y0(1) is nite if and
only ifZ 1
1=2
(t)
(1− t) dt <1: (9)
We provide a similar condition for y0(1) to be nite for our problem (1), (2). We also give
asymptotic formulae analogous to Taliaferro describing more precisely the behavior of solutions
near t = 1. In some cases, this task appears quite dicult and our results are incomplete.
Taliaferro’s work on (7), (8) with respect to (i) has been extended since its original publication
by Gatica et al. [5,6], and by Baxley [2]. A survey of these results appears in [2]. Baxley [2,3]
also extended Taliaferro’s work with respect to (ii) and (iii). In [5], y0 appears linearly and later in
[2,3], y0 appears nonlinearly, but y and y0 in these papers are additively separated.
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Baxley and Sorrells [4] focus on a family of nonlinear singular boundary value problems containing
the following example of Agarwal and O’Regan [1]:
y00 =−(y− + 1)(1− (−y0)); 0<t< 1; (10)
y0(0) = 0; y(1) = 0; > 0; >1: (11)
Common properties of (10), (11) and (5), (6) include the singularity at the right endpoint and the
multiplicative appearance of y and y0. The feature of (5), (6) which sets it apart from (10), (11)
is that the right-hand side of (5) is always negative for y> 0; the right-hand side of (10) changes
sign at y0 =−1, leading to dierent behavior (see [4]).
For q 2 [1;1), we let Lq[0; 1] denote the usual space of measurable functions whose qth power
is integrable over [0; 1] with respect to the weight function w(t) = 1− t, and use
khkq =
 Z 1
0
jh(t)jq(1− t) dt
!1=q
to denote the corresponding q-norm. By L1[0; 1], we mean the usual space of essentially bounded
measurable functions on [0; 1] and use khk1 to denote the corresponding norm.
All of our results will assume that the functions f; g appearing in (1) and the number m in (2)
satisfy the following hypotheses.
Hf: f 2 C1(−1; 0) is nondecreasing with f(z)< 0 for z< 0 and jf(z)j = O(jzj2) as z ! −1,
for some  2 [0; 1].
Hg: g 2 C1([0; 1)  (0;1) and is positive and strictly decreasing in y for each xed t. For the 
of Hf and q = 1=(1− ), the function gy(t) = g(t; y) belongs to Lq[0; 1] for each xed y> 0
and kgykq ! 0 as y !1. (Note: q=1 when  = 1.)
Hm: If m= 0, then f(0)  limz!0+f(z)< 0.
Note that our hypotheses allow the problem (1), (2) to be singular at t = 1 not only because
of division by 0 but also because g(t; y) may be unbounded for xed y> 0 as t ! 1−. If < 1
satises Hf, then so does  = 1. The point is that taking  2 [0; 1] as small as possible in Hf
relaxes the requirement in Hg. If  = 0 satises Hf, then q = 1 in Hg and our condition is com-
patible with the integrability condition in [9] for existence of a solution. As the smallest  sat-
isfying Hf increases from 0 to 1, the integrability condition required by Hg becomes more and
more restrictive, nally requiring the sup-norm of gy for y> 0 to be bounded and tend to 0 as
y !1.
It is easy to see that the examples cited earlier from [1,8] satisfy these hypotheses. For Shin’s
example, it is important that m=−1=2< 0 since f(z) = z and f(0) = 0. Note that our hypotheses
on f make no smoothness assumptions at z = 0, thus allowing f0(z) to be singular at z = 0 as in
the example of Agarwal and O’Regan.
Section 2 contains our existence and uniqueness theorems. Section 3 gives our results on the
behavior of solutions in a neighborhood of the singular boundary t=1. For the results in Section 3,
additional restrictions will be imposed.
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2. Existence and uniqueness
We modify the boundary value problem (1), (2) as follows:
y00 = F(t; y; y0); 0<t< 1; (12)
y0(0) = m60; y(1) = B> 0; (13)
where we dene the function F(t; y; y0) to be
F(t; y; y0) =
(
g(t; y)f(y0) if y>B;
g(t; B)f(y0) if y<B:
We will work with this modied problem temporarily, thereby relieving us of the singularity at
y = 0. We will also postpone the case that m = 0 until we have disposed of the case m< 0. We
will use the fact that (12), (13) is equivalent to (1), (2) when y(t)>B and y0(t)< 0 in order to
apply these results back to our original problem. It will be helpful throughout these proofs to note
the basic behavior of positive solutions of both the modied and original problems. If the solutions
exist, they are decreasing and concave down. The initial concavity is negative, forcing the solution
to continue to decrease and to do so faster. Simple consequences are that (i) y(0)>y(t)>y(1)
and (ii) y0(0)>y0(t)>y0(1) for 06t61. Our rst goal is Theorem 1 below, which asserts that the
modied boundary value problem (12), (13) has a solution in the case m< 0.
Lemma 1. Suppose Hf and Hg are satised and suppose that y(t) is a solution of the initial value
problem consisting of (12) and the initial conditions
y(0) = Y0; y0(0) = m< 0 (14)
on some interval [0; b) [0; 1] and y(t)>Y>B for 06t <b. If  2 [0; 1); then there exists a
constant K > 0 so that y(t) satises the inequalities
jy0(t)j62qjmj+ (2K(1− ))q(Y (0)− Y )q
Z t
0
(g(s; Y ))q ds; (15)
Y0 − y(t)62qjmj+ (2K(1− ))q(Y0 − Y )qkgYkqq (16)
for 06t <b. If  = 1; then there exists a constant K > 0 so that y(t) satises the inequalities
jy0(t)j6jmjexp(KkgYk1(Y0 − Y )); (17)
Y0 − y(t)6jmjexp(KkgYk1(Y0 − Y )); (18)
for 06t <b.
Proof. By Hf, there exists a constant K > 0 so that f(z)>− K jzj2 for z6m. Then by Hg,
y00(t) = g(t; y(t))f(y0(t))6− Kg(t; Y )jy0j2; (19)
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for 0<t<b. We rst assume that < 1. Dividing by −jy0j and integrating from 0 to t <b, we
use Holder’s inequality to obtain
jy0(t)j1−j6jmj1−j+ K(1− )(Y0 − Y )
Z t
0
(g(s; Y )q ds
1−
:
Using the familiar inequality (a+b)q62qaq+2qbq, we then get (15). Integration from 0 to t < c and
an interchange of order of integration gives (16). Assuming =1, we divide (19) by y0 and integrate
from 0 to t <b to get, after exponentiation, (17). Then (18) follows immediately by integration.
Lemma 2. Suppose Hf and Hg are satised. Then there exist constants Y0>Y >B for which the
solution of the initial value problem consisting of (12) and the initial conditions (14) exists on
[0; 1), y(1)  limt!1−y(t) exists and
Y0>y(t)>Y (20)
for 06t < 1.
Proof. Let K > 0 be as in Lemma 1. We rst assume that < 1. Then Hg implies that there exists
Y >B so that
(2K(1− ))q(2q+1jmj)q−1kgYkqq < 12 : (21)
Let Y0 =2q+1jmj+Y . The standard local existence theorem for initial value problems guarantees that
a solution of (12), (14) exists and satises the inequality (20) on some subinterval [0; ) [0; 1].
Let c be the supremum of all such values  and suppose c< 1. Then (15), (16) of Lemma 1 hold
with b= c. Thus [0; c) cannot be the maximum interval of existence and therefore y(c)=Y . Letting
t ! c−, the left-hand side of (16) approaches Y0 − Y = 2q+1jmj and division by this quantity gives
16 12 + (2K(1− ))q(2q+1jmj)q−1kgYkqq < 1;
by (21), a contradiction. Thus c = 1 and we are done in the case  2 [0; 1). If  = 1, Hg gives us
Y >B so that
exp(2K jmkjgYk1)< 2: (22)
Let Y0 = 2jmj + Y . As before, a solution of (12), (14) exists and satises the inequality (20) on
some subinterval [0; ) [0; 1]. Again, let c be the supremum of all such values . Then (17), (18)
of Lemma 1 hold with b= c, and, if c< 1, then [0; c) is not the maximum interval of existence, so
y(c) = Y . Letting t ! c−, the left-hand side of (18) approaches Y0 − Y = 2jmj. But then (22) gives
the contradiction 2jmj< 2jmj; hence c = 1.
We now consider the initial value problem
y00 = F(t; y; y0); (23)
y0(0) = m< 0; y(0) = A; (24)
where A (the shooting parameter) is to be chosen so that the solution y(t; A) exists globally on [0; 1]
and satises y(1) = B. Lemma 2 states that by choosing A suciently large, we can overshoot the
desired boundary condition at t = 1.
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Theorem 3. If Hf and Hg are satised; there exists a number A such that the solution y(t; A) to
the initial value problem (23); (24) exists on [0; 1) and satises limt!1−y(t; A) = B.
Proof. Let S = fA: y(t; A) is a solution of (23), (24) on [0; 1) with y(t; A)>B for 06t < 1g. By
Lemma 2, S is a nonempty set. Clearly S is bounded below by B. Hence, A0 = inf (S) exists and
A0>B.
We shall show that A0 2 S and limt!1−y(1; A0) = B. Suppose A0 62 S. Then perhaps y(t; A0)
is not a global solution on [0; 1). Let [0; t1) be the maximum interval of existence where either
t1 = 1 or 0<t1< 1. In either case, we rst show that y(t; A0)>B on [0; t1). Suppose not; then
there exists t0 2 [0; t1) with y(t0; A0)<B and by the denition of A0, there exists a sequence fAng
in the set S such that limn!1An = A0. The standard theorem on continuous dependence for initial
value problems then implies that limn!1y(t0; An) = y(t0; A0). Thus, there exists N suciently large
such that y(t0; AN )<B and AN 62 S, contradicting our choice of fAng. Therefore, y(t; A0)>B for
06t < t1. Moreover, since y(t; A0) is decreasing,
y(0; A0)>y(t; A0)>B; (25)
on [0; t1). If t1< 1, this bound and the bound on y0(t; A) given by Lemma 1 show that the solution
y(t; A0) can be extended to a larger interval. Therefore, t1 = 1, implying that the bounds hold on
[0; 1). It remains only to show limt!1−y(t; A0) = B. Suppose not. Then limt!1−y(t; A0)  B0>B.
Let Y = B in Lemma 1. Since Hg implies that the right-hand sides of (15),(17) are integrable on
[0; 1] (this is trivial in the case of (17) and requires only an interchange of order of integration for
the right-hand side of (15)), then in each case there exists > 0 so that b − a< implies thatR b
a r(t) dt < (B
0 − B)=2, where r(t) denotes either of these right-hand sides. Choose a< 1 so that
a> 1− . Again, using continuous dependence in initial value problems, we may choose A<A0 so
that y(a; A)>y(a; A0)− (B0 − B)=2> (B0 + B)=2. The denition of A0 then implies that there exists
b 2 (a; 1) so that y(b; A) = B. We can integrate the apropriate bound in Lemma 1 from a to b to
get
jy(b; A)− y(a; A)j6
Z b
a
r(t) dt <
B0 − b
2
:
Thus
B0 − B
2
>y(a; A)− B> B
0 + B
2
− B= B
0 − B
2
;
a contradiction. Hence, limt!1−y(t; A) = B.
Before returning to problem (1), (2), we need the following consequence of the maximum
principle.
Lemma 4. Suppose that Hf and Hg are satised. Also suppose y1 and y2 are positive solutions on
[0; 1] of (1) for which
y01(0)6y
0
2(0)< 0; 06y2(1)6y1(1):
Then y2(t)6y1(t) for 06t61. Moreover;
(a) If y01(0) = y
0
2(0); then y
0
2(t)6y
0
1(t) for 06t < 1;
(b) if y2(1) = Y1(1); then y02(t)>y
0
1(t) for 06t < 1.
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Proof. Suppose there exists a t1 in [0; 1] so that y1(t1)<y2(t1). Let u = y2 − y1. Then u has a
positive maximum at some point c 2 [0; 1]. Since u(1)=y2(1)−y1(1)60, then c 6= 1. Thus we can
choose [a; b] [0; 1) so that c 2 [a; b) u(t)>u(c)=2 for a6t6b. Since y1; y2 both satisfy (1), it is
easy to see that u satises the linear equation
u00 + G(t)u0 + H (t)u= 0; a< t<b; (26)
where
G(t) =
8><
>:
−g(t; y2(t))

f(y02(t)− f(y01(t))
y02(t)− y01(t)

if y01(t) 6= y02(t);
−g(t; y2(t))f0(y02(t)) if y01(t) = y02(t);
(27)
H (t) =−f(y01(t))
g(t; y2(t))− g(t; y1(t))
y2(t)− y1(t) : (28)
Since y2(t) − y1(t) = u(t)> 0 on [a; b], then Hf;Hg imply that H (t)60 and continuous on [a; b];
thus H (t) is a bounded function on [a; b]. Also Hf;Hg imply that G(t) is bounded on [a; b]. By
the maximum principle [7], the maximum of u must occur at c = a with u0(a)< 0. Thus c = 0
and u0(0)< 0. But u0(0) = y02(0) − y01(0)>0 by hypothesis, a contradiction. Thus y2(t)6y1(t)
on [0; 1).
We pass to (a) and assume that y01(0) = y
0
2(0). If also y1(0) = y2(0), then the usual uniqueness
theorem for initial value problems guarantees that y1(t) = y2(t) for 06t61 and hence also y01(t) =
y02(t). Otherwise, we have y1(0)>y2(0). We use the following trick. Let v = y
0
1 − y02. Then from
(1), we obtain
v0(t) = g(t; y1(t))f(y01(t))− g(t; y2(t))f(y02(t)): (29)
Since y1(t)>y2(t)> 0 on [0; 1), it follows from (29), using Hf and Hg, that v(t)> 0 implies
v0(t)> 0. Our hypothesis is v(0)=y01(0)−y02(0)=0 and we have y1(0)>y2(0). By the monotonicity
hypothesis of Hg, we see from (29) that v0(t)> 0 on some interval (0; ) and thus also v(t)> 0 on
this interval. (This is the only place we need the strict monotonicity of g.) We claim that v(t)> 0
on (0; 1). If not, there exists a point c 2 [; 1) so that v(c) = 0 and v(t)> 0 on (0; c). But then we
know from above that v0(t)> 0 on (0; c) so v(t) is increasing on (0; c), a contradiction.
For (b), we shall show that for arbitrary c 2 (0; 1), we have v(t)  y01(t) − y02(t)60 on [0; c],
which implies the desired result. Since we know that y1(c)>y2(c), the Cauchy mean value theorem
gives
16
y1(c)
y2(c)
=
y1(c)− y1(1)
y2(c)− y2(1) =
y01(d)
y02(d)
for some d 2 (c; 1). Thus v(d) = y01(d) − y02(d)60. Suppose that v(a)> 0 for some a 2 [0; c]. As
in (a) above it follows that v(t)> 0 for a< t< 1, a contradiction.
Theorem 5. If Hf and Hg are satised; then the boundary value problem
y00 = g(t; y)f(y0); 0<t< 1; (30)
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y0(0) = m< 0; y(1) = B>0; (31)
has a unique positive solution.
Proof. We rst consider the case that B> 0. By Theorem 3, there exists a number A so that the
solution y(t) of the problem (23), (24) satises y(1) = B. Since y(t) is decreasing as long as
it is dened, y(s)>y(t) for any s< t. So y(t) is also a positive solution of the problem (30),
(31). We pass to the case B = 0. The previous case implies that (1) has a positive solution yn(t)
satisfying y0(0) =m< 0, y(1) = 1=n. Then Lemma 4 guarantees that yn+1(t)6yn(t), y0n+1(t)6y
0
n(t)
for 06t < 1. Thus y = limn!1yn, z = limn!1y0n both exist. Note that y(1) = 0, satisfying one of
the boundary conditions of (2). Then
yn(t)− 1n =
Z 1
t
−y0n(s) ds:
Let n!1. Since −y0n(s)> 0, we apply the monotone convergence theorem to get
y(t) =
Z 1
t
−z(s) ds: (32)
If follows that y0 = z, y0 is nite on [0; 1), and y is continuous on [0; 1].
It remains to show that y0 is continuous on [0; 1), y0(0)=m, and that y satises (1) for 0<t< 1.
Let [0; b] be a subinterval of [0; 1). Note that
y00n (t) = g(t; yn(t))f(y
0
n(t)); (33)
for 0<t<b. Since y0n(t)6m, we obtain
yn(t) = yn(1)−
Z 1
t
y0n(s) ds>
1
n
− m(1− t)>− m(1− b):
Thus yn(t)> − m(1 − b) for 06t6b. Since also jy0n(t)j6jy0n(b)j6jy0(b)j, then (33) and Hg, Hf
imply that
jy00n (t)j6g(t;−m(1− b))jf(y0(b))j6M−m(1−b)jf(y0(b))j;
for 06t6b. Thus, we may integrate (33) and use the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to
take limits in the equation
y0n(t) = m+
Z t
0
g(s; yn(s))f(y0n(s)) ds;
to obtain
y0(t) = m+
Z t
0
g(s; y(s))f(y0(s)) ds:
Thus y0(t) is continuous on [0; b], y0(0) = m, and dierentiation gives
y00(t) = g(t; y(t))f(y0(t))
so that y satises (1) on (0; b). Since b can be taken arbitrarily close to 1, the existence proof is
complete. Uniqueness is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.
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Theorem 5, with B = 0, implies existence of a unique positive solution of (1), (2), and applies
to the example (3), (4) of Shin. Close inspection of the proof of Theorem 3 reveals that we relied
heavily on the hypothesis that f(z) grows no faster than a quadratic in z. The reader may wonder
whether this hypothesis exists only to disguise a fault in the proof or whether it is really necessary.
The following theorem shows clearly that it is sharp.
Theorem 6. The boundary value problem
y00(t) =−jy
0(t)j2+
y(t)
; (34)
y0(0) = m< 0; y(1) = 0; (35)
where >1 and > 0; has no positive solution on [0; 1].
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, suppose (34), (35) does have a solution y(t) on [0; 1]. We will
show that y0 becomes innite at some point t < 1, giving a contradiction. Dividing both sides of
(34) by jy0(t)j1+ and integrating from 0 to t, we get
1
jy0(t)j =
1
jy0(0)j +
Z t
0
y0(s)
y(s)
ds:
Clearly, limt!t0y
0(t) =−1 if and only if
− 1
jy0(0)j =
Z t0
0
y0(t)
y(t)
dt = 0: (36)
Thus we need t0 in [0; 1) for which (36) is satised. We consider the cases  = 1 and > 1
separately. First, let = 1. Then (36) is true if and only if
log(y(t0)) = log(y(0))− 1jy0(0)j :
For t0 near 0, the left-hand side of this last equation is larger than the right-hand side. For t0 near
1, the reverse inequality is true. Now consider the case > 1. Then (36) is equivalent to
1
y−1(t)
=
1
y−1(0)
+
− 1
jy0(0)j :
For t near 0, the left-hand side of the last equation is smaller than the right-hand side. For t near 1,
the reverse inequality is true. Thus, in either case, there is a value t0 in (0; 1) which satises (36),
completing the proof.
Finally, we consider the case that m= 0.
Theorem 7. Suppose Hf; Hg; and Hm are all satised. Then the boundary value problem consisting
of (1); (2) with m= 0 has a positive solution.
Proof. By Theorem 5, the boundary value problem consisting of (1), (2) with m=−1=n and B=0
has a unique solution yn. By Lemma 4, we have yn(t)>yn+1(t) and y0n(t)6y
0
n+1(t) for 06t < 1.
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Thus y=limn!1yn and z=limn!1y0n both exist. In particular, y(1)=0. We next show that y(t)> 0
for 06t < 1. For suppose y(t0) = 0 for some t0 2 [0; 1). Clearly y(t) = 0 for t06t61. For each
xed t 2 [t0; 1), the mean value theorem gives us a corresponding c 2 (t1; 1) for which
jy0n(t)j< jy0n(c)j=
−yn(t)1− t
 :
Thus z(t) = 0 also. Let t1 be the midpoint of [t0; 1]. The dierential equation (1) and Hf; Hg then
force
y00n (t) = g(t; yn(t))f(y
0
n(t))6g(t; y1(t0))f(0):
From the continuity and positivity of g (by Hg) and Hm, there then exists a constant −Q< 0 so that
y00n (t)6− Q
for t06t6t1. Thus
y0n(t1)− y0n(t0)6− Q(t1 − t0);
and letting n ! 1 gives the contradiction 06 − Q(t1 − t0). The proof can be completed by an
argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5, showing that y is a solution of (1), (2) with
m= 0.
Theorem 7 applies to the example (5), (6) of Agarwal and O’Regan.
3. Boundary behavior
We wish to describe the endpoint behavior of solutions to problem (1), (2). To make the problem
manageable, we shall restrict attention for the duration to the case where f(t; y; y0) has the more
restricted form given in
y00 =
(t)F(y0)
G(y)
; (37)
and we assume (without reminder) for the remainder of our work that (37), (2) satises the following
hypotheses:
HF : F 2 C1(−1; 0) is nondecreasing with F(z)< 0 for z< 0 and jF(z)j  jzjp as z ! −1, for
some p 2 [0; 2].
H: (t) is continuous on [0; 1) with  2 Lq[0; 1], where q= 2=(2− p). (If p= 2, then q=1.)
HG: G 2 C1(0;1) and is positive, strictly increasing, and G(y)!1 as y !1. Further, G(y) 
y as y ! 0+, for some > 0.
Hm: If m= 0, then F(0)  limz!0+F(z)< 0.
If (37), (2) satises the above assumptions, then it is easy to check that this problem also satises
the hypotheses Hf, Hg, Hm of the previous section (with p = 2), so the theorems of that section
apply.
Lemma 8. If y(t) is a positive solution of the boundary value problem (37); (2); then limt!1−y0(t)>
−1 implies R 10 ((s)=(1− s)) ds<1.
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Proof. Suppose limt!1−y0(t)=−A where 0<A<1. Thus given  2 (0; A=2), there exists a > 0
such that for t0  1 − 6t < 1, jy0(t) + Aj<. Then for t06t < 1, we have the inequalities
y0(t)<− A+  and
y(t) =−
Z 1
t
y0(s) ds< (A+ )(1− t):
Moreover, by HG, we can increase t0 if necessary to be sure that
G(y(t))< 2(y(t)) < 2(A+ )(1− t);
for t06t < 1. Therefore
y00<
F(−A+ )(t)
2(A+ )(1− t) ;
for t06t < 1. Thus
y(t)− y0(t0)< F(−A+ )2(A+ )
Z t
t0
(s)
(1− s) ds;
and for t 2 (t0; 1),Z t
t0
(t)
(1− t) dt <
2(A+ )
−F(−A+ )(y
0(t0) + A):
Letting t ! 1− gives the desired conclusion.
We suspect the converse of Lemma 8 is also true, but we have only been able to prove the
following partial converse. Note that the hypothesis  + 1 − p>0 is true if 06p61 since we
assume > 0. The boundedness of  is only needed in cases where 1<p62 and  is rather small.
Lemma 9. If y(t) is a positive solution of the boundary value problem (37); (2) and if +1−p>0
or if  is bounded on [0; 1); then
R 1
0 ((s)=(1− s)) ds<1 implies limt!1−y0(t)>−1.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Thus we suppose that limt!1−y0(t)=−1 and choose t0 2 (0; 1)
so large that y0(t0)<− 1. By hypotheses HF and HG, we may increase t0 if necessary and assume
that
F(y0(t))> 2(y0(t))p; G((y(t))>
(y(t))
2
;
for t06t <b< 1. We then have y(b)− y(t)<y0(t0)(b− t), and letting b! 1−, we obtain y(t)>
− y0(t0)(1− t). Since y0(t)<− 1 for t06t < 1, we have
y00(t)>
4(t)jy0(t)jp
(y(t))
>
4(t)jy0(t)jp
jy0(t0)j(1− t) : (38)
We rst consider the case 06p61. Since y0(t)<− 1, we may then replace p by 1 in (38), divide
by y0(t), and integrate from t0 to b; t0<b< 1 to get
log
 y0(b)y0(t0)
< 4jy0(t0)j
Z b
t0
(t)
(1− t) dt:
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The left-hand side tends to 1 as b! 1, contradicting the niteness of the integral on the right. Now
suppose 1<p62. We may divide (38) by −jy0(t)jp, and integrate from t0 to b, where b 2 (t0; 1)
to obtain
jy0(b)j1−p
1− p −
jy0(t0)j1−p
1− p <
4
jy0(t0)j
Z b
t0
(t)
(1− t) dt:
Let b! 1 in this last inequality to obtain
−jy
0(t0)j1−p
1− p 6
4
jy0(t0)j
Z 1
t0
(t)
(1− t) dt:
Thus,
jy0(t0)j+1−p
4(p− 1) 6
Z 1
t0
(t)
(1− t) dt:
If + 1− p>0, we may let t0 ! 1, obtaining a contradiction, since the right-hand side of this last
inequality tends to 0, while the left-hand side tends to either 1 or 1=(p− 1)> 0. If +1−p< 0,
we need the assumption that  is bounded. In this case, we have <p−161 since p62. We can
now replace p by 2 in (38), divide by −y0 and integrate from t0 to b< 1 to get
log
y0(t0)y0(b)
> 4K1−  ((y(b))1− − (y(t0))1−);
where K is an upper bound for . As b! 1−, the left-hand side tends to −1 while the right-hand
side is bounded, a contradiction.
Combining these last two lemmas, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Suppose that either +1−p>0 or that  is bounded on [0; 1). Then R 10 ((s)=(1−
s)) ds<1 if and only if limt!1−y0(t)>−1.
In the case +1−p< 0, even with  bounded, we have further technical diculties later when
we seek more precise information regarding the asymptotic behavior of the solution as t ! 1−.
However, the nite slope case is simple, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 11. Suppose y(t) is a positive solution of the boundary value problem (37); (2) and
limt!1−y0(t) =−A; where 0<A<1. Then
y(t)− A(1− t)  −F(−A)
A
Z 1
t
(s− t)(s)
(1− s) ds;
y0(t) + A  F(−A)
A
Z 1
t
(s)
(1− s) ds;
as t ! 1−.
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Proof. Since y0(t)  −A as t ! 1−, then y(t)  −A(1 − t) and y00(t)  −(t)F(−A)=A(1 − t),
as t ! 1−. Hence
y0(t) + A  F(−A)
A
Z 1
t
(s)
(1− s) ds as t ! 1
−
and
y(t)− A(1− t)  −F(−A)
A
Z 1
t
 Z 1
r
(s)
(1− s) ds
!
dr:
Interchanging the order of integration yields
y(t)− A(1− t)  −F(−A)
A
Z 1
t
(s− t)(s)
(1− s) ds;
as t ! 1−, completing the proof.
Asymptotic formulae are much harder to establish in the innite slope case. This was already
true in [9], but the diculties seem greater here. We are only able to succeed in the case that the
dierential equation takes the specic form
y00 =
−(t)jy0jp
y
; (39)
where  + 1− p> 0 and we continue to assume that  satises H. Clearly we must also assume
that m< 0 since Hm is not satised.
Our next lemma establishes the fact that when  + 1− p> 0 all positive solutions y(t) of (39)
which satisfy y(1) = 0 and y0(0)< 0 behave the same near t = 1, a result which seems interesting
in its own right.
Lemma 12. Suppose
R 1
0 ((t)=(1− t)) dt =1;  + 1− p> 0 and that z(t) and w(t) are positive
solutions to (39) with z0(0)< 0; w0(0)< 0; and z(1) = w(1) = 0. Then
lim
t!1−
w(t)
z(t)
= lim
t!1−
w0(t)
z0(t)
= 1:
Proof. If w  z, there is nothing to prove, so without loss of generality, we may suppose that
there exists an a with 0<a< 1 such that w(a)<z(a). We rst show that w(t)6z(t) for a6t < 1.
Otherwise u(t) = w(t)− z(t) has a positive maximum at some point c 2 (a; 1). Then u(c) = w(c)−
z(c)> 0 and u0(c) = w0(c)− z0(c) = 0. Using (39) gives
u00(c) =−(c)jz0(c)jp[(w(c))− − (z(c))−]> 0;
a contradiction.
We next show that w0(t)=z0(t)61 on [a; 1]. Otherwise, there exists t0 2 [a; 1) such that w0(t0)=z0(t0)
> 1. By the Cauchy mean value theorem, there exists c 2 (t0; 1) so that
1>
w(t0)
z(t0)
=
w(t0)− w(1)
z(t0)− z(1) =
w0(c)
z0(c)
:
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Thus there exists t1 2 (t0; c] such that w0(t1)=z0(t1)=1 and w0(t)=z0(t)> 1 on (t0; t1). Since w0(t); z0(t)
are negative, then g(t)  w0(t)− z0(t)< 0 on (t0; t1) and g(t1) = 0. Using (39), we obtain
g0(t) =−(t)
 jw0(t)jp
w(t)
− jz
0(t)jp
z(t)

: (40)
If w(t1) = z(t1), then w0(t1) = z0(t1) and uniqueness for initial value problems imply that w(t) 
z(t), contradicting w(a)<z(a). Thus, w(t1)<z(t1). Now w0(t1) = z0(t1) and (40) imply g0(t1)< 0,
contradicting the denition of t1. Therefore, w0(t)=z0(t)61 for a6t < 1.
Our next goal is to show that the function
v(t) =
w0(t)
z0(t)
is monotone in some left neighborhood of t = 1. Dierentiating v and using (39), we nd
v0(t) = (t)
w0(t)
z0(t)
"
jw0(t)jp−1
w(t)
− jz
0(t)jp−1
z(t)
#
: (41)
If 06p61, it is clear that v0(t)>0 for a6t < 1. It follows that v0(t) has a limit L as t ! 1−
and 0<L61. Then l’Hospital’s rule implies that w(t)=z(t) has the same limit L as t ! 1−. Our
hypotheses imply that w0(t) and z0(t) both approach −1 as t ! 1−, so we may use l’Hospital’s
rule again to get
L= lim
t!1−
w00(t)
z00(t)
= lim
t!1−
w0(t)z0(t)

p w(t)
z(t)
−
= Lp−:
Since + 1> 1>p, we conclude that L= 1 and the proof is complete if 06p61.
Now assume 1<p62. We shall see shortly that even in this case, v0(t)>0 on [a; 1], but that is
now not obvious from (41). What is obvious from (41) is that
v0(t)< 0 if and only if
w0(t)z0(t)

p−1
<

w(t)
z(t)

(42)
and
v0(t) = 0 if and only if
w0(t)z0(t)

p−1
=

w(t)
z(t)

: (43)
Suppose that there exists a point t0 2 (a; 1) where v0(t0)< 0. We shall show that v0(t)< 0 on [t0; 1).
Otherwise, there exists t1 2 (t0; 1) so that v0(t)< 0 on [t0; t1) and v0(t1) = 0. Using (43) and (42),
we get

w(t1)
z(t1)

=
w0(t1)z0(t1)

p−1
<
w0(t0)z0(t0)

p−1
<

w(t0)
z(t0)

6

w(t1)
z(t1)

: (44)
The last inequality is true because v0(t)< 0 on [t0; t1) implies w(t)=z(t) is increasing on [t0; t1], which
we verify as follows. A quick calculation shows that the derivative of w(t)=z(t) is positive if and
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only if w0(t)=z0(t)<w(t)=z(t). Since (42) and our hypothesis >p− 1 imply that
w0(t)
z0(t)
<

w(t)
z(t)
=(p−1)
6
w(t)
z(t)
;
w(t)=z(t) does, in fact, have a positive derivative on [t0; t1). The contradiction provided by (44)
shows that v0(t)< 0 on [t0; 1) and v(t) is decreasing while w(t)=z(t) is increasing on [t0; 1) in this
case. If no such t0 exists, then v(t) is nondecreasing on [a; 1). In either case, v(t) is monotone in a
left neighborhood of t = 1 and hence limt!1−w0(t)=z0(t) = L exists and 06L61. Then l’Hospital’s
rule implies that w(t)=z(t) has the same limit L. Since one of these fractions is nondecreasing in
a left neighborhood of t = 1, we conclude that 0<L61. Finally, we show that L = 1, concluding
the proof and showing that no such t0 above exists, since in such case v(t) is decreasing and L= 1
is not possible. To see that L = 1, we may use l’Hospital’s rule as in the case 06p61 to obtain
L = Lp−, which gives L = 1 since p − < 1 by hypothesis. Note: every line in the proof except
his last one allows p− = 1.
An understanding of the proof of Lemma 12 suggests an obvious way to try to prove the lemma
for the case  + 1 − p< 0. The eort fails but gives insight into the diculties present in this
situation. One denes the function v(t) as before and this time supposes the existence of a point
t0 2 (a; 1) where v0(t0)> 0. With only a few obvious changes in the proof, one shows that it
then follows that v0(t)> 0 on [t0; 1) and that w(t)=z(t) is decreasing on [t0; 1). In this case, the
limit L satises L = Lp−, allowing only L = 0 or L = 1, neither of which is possible since one
fraction is decreasing while the other is increasing. Thus, no such t0 exists and v0(t)60 on [a; 1].
The possibility that v0(t)  0 seems unlikely but we have not managed to rule it out. The likely
event is that v0(t)< 0 (at least at most points), in which case the only possible limit is L= 0, not
the desired conclusion. Thus for + 1− p< 0, it seems that w(t)=z(t) and w0(t)=z0(t) both tend to
0 at t = 1 so that two dierent solutions of (39) which vanish at t = 1 would not have the same
asymptotic behavior at t = 1. Thus, we see that the problems we encountered in Lemma 5 for the
case + 1− p< 0 were indications of deeper trouble.
Lemma 13. Suppose (t)6(t) where (t); (t) are positive and continuous for a6t <b. If
y(t); Y (t) are positive solutions on [a; b) of
y00 =−(t)jy
0(t)jp
y(t)
; y0(a) = m< 0
and
Y 00 =−(t)jY
0(t)jp
Y (t)
; Y 0(a) = m< 0;
and limt!b−y(t) = limt!b−Y (t); then Y (t)>y(t) for a6t <b.
Proof. Suppose there is a point in [a; b) where Y (t)<y(t). Then u(t)  y(t)− Y (t) has a positive
maximum at some point c 2 [a; b). Thus u(c)=y(c)− Y (c)> 0 and u0(c)=y0(c)− Y 0(c)= 0, even
if c = a, and
u00(c) =−(c)jy
0(c)jp
y(c)
+
(c)jY 0(c)jp
Y (c)
> 0;
a contradiction.
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Theorem 14. Suppose (t) and  (t) are positive and continuous for 06t < 1; limt!1−(t)= (t)=
R> 0; and z(t) and w(t) are positive solutions of
z00 =−(t)jz
0(t)jp
z(t)
; z(1) = 0; z0(0)< 0
and
w00 =− (t)jw
0(t)jp
w(t)
; w(1) = 0; w0(0)< 0;
respectively; where  + 1 − p> 0. If R 10 ((t)=(1 − t)) dt is innite; then limt!1−z(t)=w(t) =
limt!1−z0(t)=w0(t) = Rs; where s= 1=(+ 1− p).
Proof. Choose 2 (0; 1) with <R. Then choose a 2 (0; 1) such that if a6t < 1 then j(t)= (t)−Rj
<. It follows that (R−) (t)<(t)< (R+ ) (t) for a6t < 1. By Theorem 5, there are positive
solutions y(t) and Y (t) to the boundary value problems
y00 =−(R− ) (t)jy
0jp
y
; y0(a) = z0(a); y(1) = 0;
Y 00 =−(R+ ) (t)jY
0jp
Y 
; Y 0(a) = z0(a); Y (1) = 0:
Then, by Lemma 13, y(t)6z(t)6Y (t) for a6t < 1, and by continuity, for a6t61. One
easily veries that (R − )sw(t) and (R + )sw(t) are positive solutions on [a; 1) of y00 =
−(R− ) (t)jy0jp=y; y(1) = 0, and of Y 00 =−(R+ ) (t)jY 0jp=Y ; Y (1) = 0, respectively. Hence,
by Lemma 12, (R − )sw(t)  y(t), and (R + )sw(t)  Y (t). Thus there is a b 2 [a; 1) so that
b< t< 1 guarantees that
(1− )(R− )sw(t)<y(t)< (1 + )(R− )sw(t)
and
(1− )(R+ )sw(t)<Y (t)< (1 + )(R+ )sw(t):
Then, for b< t< 1,
(1− )(R− )sw(t)<y(t)6z(t)6Y (t)< (1 + )(R+ )sw(t):
Since  can be taken arbitrarily small, z(t)  Rsw(t). We must still show limt!1−z0(t)=w0(t)=Rs also.
Let v(t)=z0(t)=w0(t). If v is monotone in a left neighborhood of t=1, then 06L=limt!1−z0(t)=w0(t)
exists or is 1. In either case, l’Hospital’s rule applies to conclude that L=Rs, completing the proof.
If v(t) is not monotone in a left neighborhood of t = 1, then there are critical points c 2 (0; 1)
arbitrarily close to t = 1 with v0(c) = 0. For any such c, we have
0 = v0(c) =
1
(w0(c))2

z0(c) (c)jw0(c)jp
w(c)
− w
0(c)(c)jz0(c)jp
z(c)

;
from which we conclude
v(c) =
z0(c)
w0(c)
=
"
 (c)
(c)

z(c)
w(c)
#1=(p−1)
:
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Since we know already the limits of the factors on the right, we see that for any sequence of critical
points approaching t=1, then v(c) approaches R(s−1)=(p−1) =Rs. It follows that v(t)! Rs as t ! 1−
and the proof is nished.
Finally, we arrive at formulae for the asymptotic behavior in the innite slope case.
Theorem 15. Suppose (1− t)2−p(t)! 0 as t ! 1−; R 10 ((t)=(1− t)) dt is innite; and y(t) is a
positive solution of (39); (2); where +1−p> 0. Let f(t)=(R t0 ( (s)=(1− s)) ds)1=(+1−p); where
 (t) is positive and continuous on [0; 1); and (t)   (t) as t ! 1. If limt!1−(1− t)f0(t)=f(t)=S;
and limt!1−(1− t)f00(t)=f0(t) = R; where S 6= 1 and R< 2; then as t ! 1−;
y(t) 

(+ 1− p)jS − 1jp
2− R
1=(+1−p)
(1− t)f(t);
y0(t) 

(+ 1− p)jS − 1jp
2− R
1=(+1−p)
((1− t)f(t))0 :
Proof. By Theorem 5, the problem z00 = − (t)jz0jp=z; z(1) = 0 has a positive solution z(t). Let
w(t) = (1− t)f(t); then some laborious computation gives
w00 =−(t)jw
0jp
w
;
where
=
 (t)
+ 1− p

2− (1− t)f
00(t)
f0(t)
 (1− t)f0(t)f(t) − 1

−p
:
Then w+1−p(t) = (1− t)+1−p R t0 ( (s)=(1− s)) ds. Applying l’Hospital’s rule, we get
lim
t!1−
w+1−p(t) = lim
t!1−
 (t)(1− t)−
(1− t)p−−2 = limt!1−
(1− t)2−p (t)
p− − 1 = 0:
Thus w(1) = 0. To apply Theorem 14 we need to evaluate  (t)=(t) as t ! 1−. Substituting for
 (t) and (t) and using our hypotheses,
lim
t!1−
 (t)
(t)
= lim
t!1−
(+ 1− p)
−1 + (1− t)f0(t)f(t)
p
2− (1− t)f00(t)f0(t)
=
(+ 1− p)j − 1 + Sjp
2− R :
Then by Theorem 14,
y(t)  z(t) 

(+ 1− p)j − 1 + Sjp
2− R
1=(+1−p)
w(t);
and
y0(t)  z0(t) 

(+ 1− p)j − 1 + Sjp
2− R
1=(+1−p)
w0(t):
As an illustration, let us consider the asymptotic formulae when, (t)  c(1 − t) as t ! 1−,
where  and + 1− p> 0 have the indicated relationships. When p= 1, these formulae reduce to
those of Taliaferro [9].
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Example 16. Suppose
R 1
0 ((t)=(1 − t)) dt <1, which holds if and only if y0(1) = −A by
Theorem 10. Since (t)  c(1− t) near t=1, then R 10 c(1− t)− dt <1, which holds if and only
if − >− 1. According to Theorem 11,
y(t)− A(1− t)  − cF(−A)(1− t)
−+2
A(− + 1)(− + 2) ;
y0(t) + A  cF(−A)(1− t)
−+1
A(− + 1) ;
as t ! 1−.
In the following examples we will consider cases where limt!1−y0(t) =−1. By Theorem 10 we
need − 6− 1. For − =−1, we encounter a logarithm.
Example 17. Consider − =−1. Using Theorem 15, we want to calculate f(t); S and R. In this
logarithmic case, f(t) = (−c log(1− t))1=(+1−p), S = 0, and R= 1. Thus
y(t)  (+ 1− p)1=(+1−p)(1− t)(−c log(1− t))1=(+1−p);
and
y0(t)  [(+ 1− p)(−c log(1− t))](p−)=(+1−p) − [(+ 1− p)(−c log(1− t))]1=(+1−p) :
In fact, these formulae describe the asymptotic behavior of the solution to Shin’s problem (3), (4).
The coecient function for his equation is (t)=12(1−t2)=12(1+t)(1−t). For t near 1; (t)  (1−t).
Hence, = 1; = 2, and p= 1.
Example 18. Let − <− 1. In this case,
f(t) =
 
1− (1− t)−+1
− + 1
!1=(+1−p)
;
S = (− − 1)=(+ 1−p), and R= 2− (+ 2−p)=(+ 1−p). It is not dicult to verify that if
p− < 2, then S 6= 1 and R< 2. Applying Theorem 15,
y(t) 
2
64c(+ 1− p)
2

+2−p
+1−p
p
(− − 1)(+ 2− p)
3
75
1=(+1−p)
(1− t)(−p+2)=(+1−p);
and
y0(t) 

+ 2− p
+ 1− p
 264c(+ 1− p)
2

+2−p
+1−p
p
(− − 1)(+ 2− p)
3
75
1=(+1−p)
(1− t)(−+1)=(+1−p);
as t ! 1−.
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